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Abstract

Diabetes, a chronic metabolic disorder affecting millions worldwide, relies heavily on a stable and efficient supply chain for insulin, a life-saving hormone. However, the insulin supply chain faces multifaceted challenges that can disrupt access to this essential medication. In the realm of diabetes management, a novel and devastating occurrence has emerged—a severe shortage of insulin. This case report revolves around a singular clinical encounter that showcases a series of remarkable and uncommon aspects, which can enrich the knowledge of healthcare professionals. The patient's condition presented several unique features, providing a learning opportunity that transcends the typical clinical scenarios seen in diabetes management. The findings surrounding the unavailability of insulin, the dire consequences it has on patients, and the clinical course and prognosis of an individual patient closely related to previous challenges. The shortage of insulin, though not a new challenge, has now reached unparalleled levels, resulting in life-threatening situations for those dependent on this vital hormone. This case report delves into a unique scenario where an individual patient's health dramatically deteriorated due to the insulin scarcity, highlighting the urgency for comprehensive solutions and international cooperation to ensure access to this life-saving medication. This case report manuscript reviews the importance of enhancing the resistance and resilience of the insulin supply chain to ensure uninterrupted access to insulin for people with diabetes. We discuss the current challenges, their impact on diabetes management, and propose strategies to mitigate these issues. Strengthening the insulin supply chain is essential for the well-being of those living with diabetes, highlighting its significance for healthcare systems globally.

Introduction

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic metabolic condition characterized by impaired glucose metabolism, leading to elevated blood sugar levels. It is a global health concern, affecting over 463 million people worldwide as of 2019, with projections estimating an increase to 700 million by 2045 [1]. The management of diabetes often involves lifestyle modifications, oral medications, and, in more advanced cases, insulin therapy [2].

Insulin is a hormone produced by the pancreas that regulates blood sugar levels. For individuals with type 1 diabetes and some with type 2 diabetes, insulin therapy is a vital component of their treatment. Timely and uninterrupted access to insulin is crucial for maintaining glycemic control and preventing complications such as kidney disease, neuropathy, and cardiovascular problems [3].

Despite the life-saving importance of insulin, its supply chain faces numerous challenges that threaten its reliability. This case report manuscript aims to highlight the critical significance of enhancing the resistance and resilience of the insulin supply chain. We will examine the current challenges and propose strategies to ensure that people with diabetes have consistent access to this essential medication [4].

Current challenges in the insulin supply chain

The insulin supply chain is a multifaceted network that involves numerous interconnected phases, encompassing
manufacturers, distributors, pharmacies, and healthcare providers. Each stage plays a crucial role in ensuring the smooth flow of insulin from production to the patient’s hands. However, the challenges faced by the insulin supply chain are not isolated to a single phase; they reverberate throughout the entire network, potentially causing significant disruptions in the availability of this life-saving medication [5].

This intricate chain is susceptible to many obstacles and issues with widespread implications. These challenges extend across various phases, beginning with insulin production, where a limited number of manufacturers globally produce most of the world’s insulin. Any disruption in their production processes, whether due to manufacturing issues, supply shortages, or geopolitical tensions, can swiftly cascade downstream, affecting millions worldwide who rely on insulin to manage their diabetes.

Moving along the chain, insulin pricing, which has drawn significant attention in various countries, including the United States, is yet another challenge that extends across the entire supply network. Spiraling insulin costs and affordability concerns have ramifications at each stage of the chain, from distributors to pharmacies to the patients themselves. This issue may lead individuals to face the heart-wrenching dilemma of choosing between purchasing insulin and meeting other basic needs.

Furthermore, the insulin supply chain is intricately linked to transportation and distribution, posing challenges. Insulin, a temperature-sensitive medication, necessitates strict adherence to the cold chain to maintain its efficacy. Nevertheless, inadequate infrastructure or breakdowns in the cold chain can cause temperature excursions that render insulin ineffective [6]. This issue becomes especially acute in regions with limited access to reliable refrigeration facilities, potentially affecting insulin quality and availability. Several factors contribute to the vulnerability of this chain, potentially disrupting insulin availability:

Supply chain fragility: The global insulin supply chain relies heavily on a small number of manufacturers, making it susceptible to manufacturing issues, supply shortages, and geopolitical tensions. A limited number of companies produce the majority of the world’s insulin, with three major manufacturers dominating the market [2]. Any disruption in their production processes can lead to shortages that affect millions of people worldwide [7].

Price fluctuations: The cost of insulin has been a contentious issue in many countries. In the United States, for example, the price of insulin has skyrocketed in recent years, leading to situations where individuals must choose between purchasing insulin and meeting other basic needs [8]. Price fluctuations and affordability concerns can create barriers to access and disrupt the supply chain [1].

Transportation and distribution challenges: Insulin is a temperature-sensitive medication, and maintaining the cold chain during transportation and distribution is critical to its efficacy. However, inadequate infrastructure or failures in the cold chain can result in temperature excursions that render insulin ineffective [9]. This issue is particularly acute in regions with limited access to reliable refrigeration.

Regulatory hurdles: Regulatory requirements and barriers can delay the introduction of new insulin products or generic alternatives, limiting competition and potentially increasing costs [10]. These hurdles can also impact the diversity of insulin formulations available, which is essential for addressing individual patient needs.

Geopolitical factors: Geopolitical tensions and trade disputes can disrupt the international flow of insulin and related supplies. Restrictions on exports, tariffs, or embargoes can affect the availability of insulin in specific regions, leaving people with diabetes in those areas vulnerable to shortages [5].

Emergency preparedness: Natural disasters, pandemics, or other emergencies can disrupt the insulin supply chain, leaving people with diabetes in a precarious situation [5]. Adequate emergency preparedness and contingency plans are essential to ensure that insulin remains accessible during times of crisis.

Figure 1 below depicts visual representations of the challenges in the insulin supply chain.

Impact on diabetes management

The challenges in the insulin supply chain have a direct and profound impact on the management of diabetes:

Health complications: Inadequate access to insulin can lead to uncontrolled blood sugar levels, resulting in serious health complications. Individuals who cannot consistently obtain insulin may experience diabetic ketoacidos (DKA), a life-threatening condition characterized by dangerously high blood sugar levels and acid buildup in the body [1].
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Economic burden: High insulin prices and supply shortages can impose a significant financial burden on individuals with diabetes and healthcare systems. The cost of treating diabetes-related complications, which often result from inadequate insulin access, places additional strain on healthcare resources [11].

Reduced quality of life: Diabetes management is a lifelong endeavor, and insulin is a fundamental tool in achieving good glycemic control. The fear of running out of insulin or facing financial hardships to obtain it can lead to anxiety, stress, and a reduced quality of life for those living with diabetes [12].

Strategies to enhance insulin supply chain resilience

To address the challenges faced by the insulin supply chain and ensure consistent access to insulin, several strategies can be implemented:

Diversification of manufacturers: Encouraging the development of new insulin manufacturing facilities and promoting competition in the market can reduce the vulnerability associated with a limited number of manufacturers [13]. Governments and regulatory agencies should support initiatives to expand the pool of insulin producers.

Price regulation and transparency: Price regulation and transparency measures can help control the cost of insulin and prevent price gouging. Legislation to limit price increases and ensure clear pricing information can enhance affordability and accessibility [14].

Improved transportation and distribution: Investing in infrastructure and technology to maintain the cold chain during insulin transportation and distribution is essential. This includes developing reliable refrigeration systems and monitoring mechanisms to track temperature-sensitive shipments [15].

Streamlined regulatory processes: Streamlining regulatory processes for insulin and related products can expedite the introduction of new formulations and generic alternatives [16]. This can increase competition and provide more options for individuals with diabetes.

International collaboration: International collaboration and agreements can help mitigate the impact of geopolitical tensions on the insulin supply chain. Diplomatic efforts to ensure the free flow of insulin and related supplies across borders are crucial [17].

Emergency preparedness: Healthcare systems and governments should develop and maintain emergency preparedness plans specifically tailored to the insulin supply chain. These plans should ensure that insulin remains accessible during emergencies or crises [18].

Figure 2 illustrates how a framework for enhancing insulin supply chain resilience combines the challenges and proposed strategies.

Case report

Background: Access to insulin, a life-saving hormone, is essential for individuals with diabetes mellitus. However, in some regions, challenges related to sanctions, insulin scarcity, and high prices have resulted in life-threatening situations for patients. This case report highlights one such instance where a patient with diabetes mellitus faced dire consequences due to limited insulin access, shedding light on the importance of addressing these issues.

Case presentation: A 55-year-old male patient with a long-standing history of type 2 diabetes mellitus presented to our clinic in a state of severe diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA). The patient, who had been managing his diabetes well for several years, described a series of events that led to his critical condition. His critical job had recently relocated him to an area subject to international sanctions, which disrupted the import of medical supplies, including insulin. As a result, the price of available insulin skyrocketed, making it unaffordable for many.

With limited access to insulin, the patient resorted to rationing his remaining insulin supplies, often skipping doses to make them last longer. Consequently, his blood glucose levels soared, and he began experiencing classical symptoms of DKA, including polyuria, polydipsia, weakness, and nausea. The patient’s wife, alarmed by his deteriorating condition, sought assistance from local healthcare providers, who were also struggling with insulin shortages. The lack of available insulin at affordable prices left them with few options for treatment.

Clinical assessment: Upon presentation, the patient exhibited profound dehydration, tachycardia, and Kussmaul breathing. Laboratory results confirmed severe hyperglycemia, metabolic acidosis, and ketonuria, consistent with the diagnosis of DKA. His HbA1c, previously well-controlled, had spiked to...
alarming levels. The absence of adequate insulin administration had precipitated this life-threatening condition.

Management and outcome: The patient was immediately admitted to our facility, and treatment for DKA was initiated, including aggressive hydration, insulin infusion, and electrolyte correction. Given the scarcity of insulin, we faced challenges in ensuring a consistent supply of this essential medication. Collaborating with international aid organizations and diabetes associations, we were able to procure a limited amount of insulin for the patient, but the long-term outlook remained precarious.

Throughout his hospital stay, the patient and his family received education on diabetes management, insulin administration, and lifestyle modifications. Social workers also explored options for financial assistance and advocacy for improved insulin access in the region.

Discussion

This case report underscores the devastating impact of sanctions, insulin scarcity, and high prices on individuals with diabetes mellitus. While diabetes management had been successful for the patient in the past, the sudden disruption of insulin availability threatened his life. The case highlights the urgent need for international cooperation and humanitarian efforts to ensure that essential medications, particularly insulin, remain accessible to those in need, irrespective of geopolitical factors.

Author’s perspective

The preceding sections have provided a comprehensive overview of the challenges and consequences associated with the insulin supply chain, but it is crucial to acknowledge the author’s perspective. As a healthcare provider and advocate for individuals with diabetes, the author approaches the multifaceted challenges and their impact on patients. The author believes that the challenges in the insulin supply chain are far-reaching. Due to insulin unavailability, patients who have diligently managed their diabetes suddenly face life-threatening situations. The author emphasizes the urgency and moral obligation to address this issue on a global scale.

Firstly, the author recognizes that the resilience and reliability of the insulin supply chain are fundamental to providing the best care for patients with diabetes. Every patient should have continuous access to insulin, free from disruptions due to geopolitical tensions, supply chain fragility, or price fluctuations. The author believes that governments, pharmaceutical companies, and healthcare organizations should unite to secure the supply chain and prevent the dire consequences that patients may encounter.

Secondly, the author believes in the importance of regulation and transparency in pricing. Affordable and accessible insulin is not just a matter of convenience; it’s a matter of life and death for patients with diabetes. The author advocates for comprehensive price regulation measures that ensure insulin remains affordable, and pricing information is transparent, enabling patients to make informed decisions about their healthcare.

Furthermore, the author stresses the significance of international collaboration. Geopolitical factors should never be a barrier to the availability of essential medications. Diplomatic efforts to ensure the free flow of insulin and related supplies across borders are crucial. The author’s perspective emphasizes the need for international cooperation to safeguard patients’ well-being, regardless of their location.

The author acknowledges that these challenges are complex, but the strategies outlined in this report provide a path forward. By diversifying manufacturers, streamlining regulatory processes, and enhancing emergency preparedness, we can strengthen the insulin supply chain and protect patients from dire health consequences. The author’s perspective aligns with the belief that these strategies must be implemented promptly to ensure that no patient ever has to ration or go without insulin, thus ensuring a healthier, more secure future for all individuals with diabetes.

Conclusion

The insulin supply chain plays a pivotal role in diabetes management, offering a lifeline to millions across the globe. Nevertheless, it grapples with a multitude of challenges that can disrupt the availability of insulin, thereby posing significant threats to public health. To ensure uninterrupted access to this life-saving medication, it is of utmost importance to bolster the insulin supply chain’s resistance and resilience. A series of strategic initiatives can be embraced, including diversifying manufacturers, regulating insulin prices, enhancing transportation and distribution mechanisms, streamlining regulatory processes, promoting international cooperation, and fortifying emergency preparedness. Collectively, these strategies are poised to alleviate the hurdles that beset the insulin supply chain.

In regions affected by sanctions, insulin scarcities, and surging prices, individuals grappling with diabetes confront grim consequences, ranging from severe diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) to deteriorating health. The case serves as an emphatic reminder of the critical need to tackle these challenges. The focus must be on ensuring insulin access for all patients, safeguarding their well-being, and averting life-threatening complications. Therefore, it is imperative for governments, healthcare entities, pharmaceutical companies, and advocacy groups to join forces and collaboratively implement these strategies. Through such concerted efforts, the goal is to secure reliable access to insulin for individuals with diabetes, enabling them to effectively manage their condition, avert complications, and lead healthier lives. Ultimately, the enhanced resilience of the insulin supply chain is not only a healthcare necessity but also a moral and ethical commitment to those reliant on insulin for their survival and overall well-being.

In summary, the author’s perspective reflects a sense of urgency and strong advocacy for a robust, dependable, and resilient insulin supply chain, an absolute lifeline for countless
individuals worldwide. Through unified global action, the aspiration is to guarantee that life-saving insulin medication remains accessible, affordable, and consistently available for all those dependent upon it.
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